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(Beginning Piano Solo Songbook). Piano students will love these easy arrangements that will let
them play the themes they recognize from all of the Star Wars movies! Ten songs in all: Across the
Stars * Cantina Band * Duel of the Fates * The Imperial March (Darth Vader's Theme) * Luke and
Leia * May the Force Be with You * Princess Leia's Theme * Star Wars (Main Theme) * The Throne
Room * Yoda's Theme.
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I'm going to start with 5 stars & I will update if needs be. I got my book today, & boy was I excited. I
played piano as a teen very briefly. I learned how to read music for just the 5 finger stretch around
middle C. This was enough for me to dabble, more off than on, throughout the years with beginner
books. I want to enjoy the piano, but it is not my primary learning instrument. So my practice is just
an enjoyable daily time out with a couple of songs. I wanted to add too my dismally small collection
of easy books, otherwise practice is going to be real boring real quick. I also wanted something that
would familiarize me with lower and higher notes. I could already workout a limited amount of these
notes, but this book, already, has me using them regularly. Working on the first song, is the
challenge I needed. It is described as "Love Theme from episode ll." As I attempt to play it, I can
feel myself becoming comfortable with more of the piano. I know the later films as I am a child of the
original Star Wars, and a mum of children aged for the prequels. Even though my timing is pretty
dreadful I can recognize parts of the tune, and I find the melody pretty enchanting. It is pleasing to

the ears. Of course, I just want to be able to play Darthvader's theme tune. However, that is later in
the book, and that is really going to stretch me. Looks hard. I believe this to be a good book for
those with some basic knowledge of piano & the desire to push their abilities. If this book were any
easier the songs probably would not be so easy on the ears.

The boys have had limited interest in getting their practice done, but with this book they are on the
piano voluntarily well over the required practice time.

This book is good for young students who have played for about a year.

Very simple arrangements, definitely for a beginner. My six year old loves star wars, and has been
taking piano lessons for a few months. This will be great for him, it's just above his level. I'd say this
is definitely a level one book at the most. I was hoping my older sons would enjoy this too, but it's
far too simple for anyone else to really play. Use the "look inside" feature up by the image of the
book if you're unsure of how simple these songs are.

This item was purchased as a Christmas gift for my grandson. He wasn't aware that he was getting
this gift but, when he saw it, his eyes lit up and he immediately took the book to the piano and
started to try to play some of the songs in the book.

Bought this as a birthday gift for 9 year old nephew that recently started taking piano lessons. He
loves it & is able to play the music so it does work for a beginner.

Very simplified versions of the John Williams songs here. SASR sight reading exam I'm just under
late beginner 335. I can play these songs with just a little practice. You will not find Youtube videos
of anyone playing from this book. You'll have to have heard the songs before to understand the
rhythm.

This is PERFECT for kids who love Star Wars and are still early intermediate/advanced beginner. It
has large printing which makes it easier for younger kids. My 10yo son who has been taking piano
lessons for 2 years was able to pretty easily learn the songs and it kept him playing piano over the
summer By Choice! Win-Win!!!
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